Variations in the morphology of porosity in the Boom Clay Formation: insights from 2D high resolution BIB-SEM imaging and Mercury injection Porosimetry
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Abstract

Boom Clay is considered as one of the potential host rocks for the disposal of high level and/or long lived radioactive waste in a geological formation in Belgium (Mol study site, Mol-1 borehole) and the Netherlands. The direct characterisation of the pore space is essential to help understand the transport properties of radionuclides in argillaceous materials.

This contribution aims to characterise and compare the morphology of the pore space in different Boom Clay samples, representing end-members with regard to mineralogy (i.e. clay content) and grain-size distribution of this formation. Broad ion beam (BIB) cross-sectioning is combined with SEM imaging of porosity and Mercury injection Porosimetry (MIP) to characterise the variability of the pore space in Boom Clay at the nm- to μm-scale within representative 2D areas and to relate microstructural observations to fluid flow properties of the bulk sample material. Segmented pores in 2D BIB surfaces are classified according to the mineralogy, generating representative datasets of up to 100,000 pores per cross-section.

Results show total SEM-resolved porosities of 10-20 % and different characteristic mineral phase internal pore morphologies and intra-phase porosities.

Most of the nano-porosity resides in the clay matrix. In addition, in the silt-rich samples, larger inter-aggregate pores contribute to a major part of the resolved porosity. Pore-size distributions within the clay matrix suggest power-law behaviour of pore areas with exponents between 1.56-1.74. Mercury injection Porosimetry, with access to pore-throat diameters down to 3.6 nm, shows total interconnected porosities between 27-35 Vol.-%, and the observed hysteresis in the MIP intrusion vs. extrusion curves suggests relatively high pore-body to pore-throat ratios in Boom Clay. The difference between BIB-SEM visible and MIP measured porosities is explained by the resolution limit of the BIB-SEM method, as well as the limited size of the BIB-polished cross-section areas analysed. Compilation of the results provides a conceptual model of the pore network in fine- and coarse-grained samples of Boom Clay, where different mineral phases show characteristic internal porosities and pore morphologies and the overall pore space can be modelled based on the distribution of these mineral phases, as well as the grain-size distribution of the samples investigated.
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Introduction

Due to its low hydraulic conductivity (~1·10^{-12} m/s), i.e. low intrinsic permeability (~1·10^{-17} m^2) and good sealing capacities (Neuzil, 1994; De Craen et al., 2004), the Boom Clay is being considered as one of the potential host rock materials for the
radionuclides in the Boom Clay Formation is mainly controlled by diffusion through the accessible pore space (Ortiz et al., 2002; Aertsens et al., 2008). Thus, the detailed characterisation of pore morphologies, including size, shape, orientation and connectivity of the pores, down to the mm-scale, is important to gain a fundamental understanding of the transport of radionuclides.

The Boom Clay has been investigated intensively since 1974 (by SCK-CEN) and since 1996 is studied in-situ in an underground research laboratory (HADES – ‘High Activity Disposal Experimental Site’) at the Mol-Dessel research site (Belgium). Therefore, its bulk chemical composition and bulk physical and chemical properties are very well known. Classical studies include mineralogical, geochemical and granulometric investigations, comprising solid phase mineralogical characterisation via X-ray diffraction (Vandenberghhe, 1974, 1978; Decler et al., 1983; Laenen, 1997; Zeelmaekers, 2011), Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (Wouters et al., 1999; FUNMIG, 2008), thermal gravimetric analysis (FUNMIG, 2008), surface area analysis (Baeyens et al., 1985; Honty et al., 2010) and cation exchange capacity measurements (Baeyens et al., 1985; Griffault et al., 1996; Honty et al., 2010). For elemental analysis, atomic absorption and emission spectroscopy (AAS/AES), X-ray fluorescence, inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) and instrumental neutron activation analysis (INAA) were applied (e.g. Decler et al., 1983, Decler & Viaene, 1993; Laenen, 1997; De Craen et al. 2000; Zeelmaekers, 2011).

The microstructure and pore space of the Boom Clay have been studied to a much lower extent. Standard bulk porosity measurements include Mercury injection Porosimetry (MIP) (Al-Mukhtar et al., 1996; Boisson, 2005; Dehandschutter et al., 2005), water content porosity measurements (e.g. Merceron, 1994; Boisson, 2005) and radionuclide (HTO) diffusion experiments (e.g. Aertsens et al., 2005a, b; Bruggeman et al., 2009). Alternative methods, such as density difference calculations (FUNMIG, 2008) or gas generation and migration experiments (Ortiz et al., 2002) have also been used. However, all these methods yield only indirect information on the morphology and connectivity of pore space. Direct microstructural studies on Boom Clay, at the scale of pores and grains, were done using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) on broken surfaces of Boom Clay (Baeyens et al., 1985; Al Mukhtar et al., 1996; De Craen et al., 1999; Romero et al., 1999; Hildenbrand & Urai, 2003), but suffered from difficulties in the interpretation of the images, due to the roughness of the surfaces. Recent developments in the field of micro-focus X-ray computed tomography (μ-CT) (Bésuelle et al., 2006; Jin, 2007; Bugani et al., 2009; Sok et al., 2009; Bell et al., 2011; Cudde et al., 2011) allow describing the 3D fabrics of clay materials and its evolution under load, but the resolutions achieved are not good enough to resolve porosity. The emergence of ion-beam milling tools, like focussed (FIB) and broad-ion-beam (BIB) cross-sectioning (Holzer et al., 2006, 2007, 2010; Loucks et al., 2009; Desbois et al., 2010a, b; 2011a, b; Holzer & Cantoni, 2012) led to an important progress in imaging microstructures and porosity in argillaceous materials, down to the nm-scale resolution. FIB serial cross-sectioning allows reconstructing 3D microstructures (Van Geet et al., 2008; Heath et al., 2011; Keller et al., 2011). A problem in integrating these results is the gap in resolutions and sizes of analysed sample volumes between serial FIB-SEM nano-tomography (nm-scale resolution, visualising sample volumes <1,000 μm³) and μ-CT (>μm-scale resolution, visualising volumes in the cm³ to mm³ range). One approach to overcome this problem is to combine BIB-milling with high resolution SEM imaging, achieving a resolution down to the nm-scale on representative sample areas of several thousands of μm² up to 1 mm² size (Desbois et al., 2009; Loucks et al., 2009 and 2012; Klaver et al., 2012; Houben et al., 2013). To quantify microstructures, the principle of fractal geometry is often used, and was first applied to geological materials by Friesen & Mikula (1987); it was furthermore found adequate to describe the porosity in different sandstones, slates, shales and granites (Ruffett et al., 1991). A material property can be described as fractal, if it behaves in the same way, regardless of the scale of measurement or observation. Using power-laws is one way to describe fractal size distributions and a possibility to model these distributions. Many naturally occurring size distributions were found to follow a power-law behaviour (Zipf, 1949; Bak, 1996) and recently it has been shown that the size distribution of pore-areas in clayey materials can be modelled using power-laws (Desbois et al., 2009; Klaver et al. 2012; Houben et al., 2013).

This study aims to characterise and compare the morphology of the pore space in different Boom Clay samples, representing end-members with regard to mineralogical composition and grain-size distribution of the Boom Clay Formation at the Mol-1 borehole (Belgium). BIB cross-sectioning is combined with high resolution SEM-imaging to characterise the variability of the pore space in Boom Clay at the nm- to μm-scale resolution, within areas, which are representative of the material’s mineralogical composition, grain-size distribution and porosity, at the scale of observation. Pores are segmented from secondary electron (SE) images and classified according to the mineralogy, generating statistically representative datasets of up to 100,000 pores per image and sample cross-section. Mercury injection Porosimetry (MIP) provides data relating microstructural information to the bulk transport properties of the sample material. The compilation of the results yields a conceptual model of the pore space in fine- and coarse-grained Boom Clay samples.

## Samples and Methodology

### Samples

In the present study four samples from the Mol-1 borehole (Mol-Dessel research site for radioactive waste disposal, Belgium) were investigated (ON-Mol-1-168, ON-Mol-1-184, ON-Mol-1-196 and ON-Mol-1-253). The main characteristics of the samples are
summarised in Table 1 and in the present study, sample names from Edwin Zeelmaekers PhD thesis (2011) are used for reference. The four samples were chosen to represent end-members with regard to mineralogical composition and grain-size distribution of the ‘EZE’ (Zeelmaekers, 2011) sample series (Figs 1 and 2). Mineralogical data are based on XRD and bulk rock analysis from Zeelmaekers (2011). Grain-size distributions were measured by SCK-CEN at KU Leuven using a ‘Micromeritics SediGraph5100’ analyser. Prior to the analysis, carbonates, Fe-oxides and hydroxides, as well as organic matter were removed, applying a modified Jackson (1985) treatment, using HCl, oxalic acid and H2O2, respectively.

### BIB-SEM method

**Sample preparation**

Samples for BIB milling are ~10 × 5 × 2 mm in size and were cut from core samples of 10 cm diameter using a razorblade. The cores of samples EZE54, EZE55 and EZE64 were received in a natural, hydrated state, whereas sample EZE52 had already been oven dried by SCK-CEN at 60°C for 48 hours. The hydrated samples were dried carefully prior to the BIB-SEM investigations, since otherwise the high vacuum applied during BIB-milling and SEM-imaging would lead to a too fast extraction of water from the samples, possibly causing critical damage to the original sample microstructure. Nevertheless, we cannot fully exclude the potential creation of drying artefacts, due to sample volume changes during drying, which will be discussed later on in this contribution. Samples EZE54, EZE55 and EZE64 were gradually oven dried, increasing the temperature stepwise ~5-10°C per day from room temperature (~23°C) up to a maximum temperature of 100°C over a period of 10 days. Samples were weighed throughout the drying experiment and water content porosities calculated based on the bulk sample grain densities (2.56-2.63 g/cm³) and the density of the pore fluid (1.02 g/cm³) (De Craen et al., 2004). In addition, sample dimensions were measured to estimate the shrinkage of the samples due to drying. Dried samples were glued onto sample holders suitable for broad ion beam (BIB) polishing using cyanoacrylate glue and pre-polished using carbide papers (P500-2400, ISO/FEPA Grit, from 30.2 down to 8.4 μm grain size, respectively). A JEOL SM-09010 stand-alone Argon beam polisher is used to produce high quality, damage-free cross-sections for...

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample ID</th>
<th>Depth of origin (m below sea level TAW)</th>
<th>Formation member</th>
<th>Median grain diameter (µm)</th>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Clay content (dry wt.-%)</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Reference used in this contribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ON-M:ll-1-168 168</td>
<td>Boeretang</td>
<td>31.3</td>
<td>Coarse-grained</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>EZE52</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ON-M:ll-1-184 184</td>
<td>Boeretang</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>Fine-grained</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>EZE54</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ON-M:ll-1-196 196</td>
<td>Putte</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>Fine-grained</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>EZE55</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ON-M:ll-1-253 253</td>
<td>Belsele-Waas</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td>Coarse-grained</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>EZE64</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 1.** Location of samples from the ‘Edwin Zeelmaekers’ (EZE; Zeelmaekers, 2011) sample series from the Mol-1 borehole (Mol-Dessel research site for radioactive waste disposal, Belgium), along with the borehole stratigraphy. Samples investigated in this contribution (EZE52, EZE54, EZE55 and EZE64) are indicated by coloured symbols (cf. Table 1). The depth of origin of the samples (m below sea-level = TAW) is shown, together with the median grain diameter [µm], the clay-content (dry wt.-%) and the main stratigraphic formation members.
high-resolution SEM investigations (Desbois et al., 2009; Klaver et al., 2012; Houben et al., 2013). BIB polishing was performed for 7.45 hours at 6 kV and 150 μA, resulting in cross-sections of ~1 mm². All BIB cross-sections were prepared perpendicular to the bedding of the samples and afterwards coated with a thin layer of gold, to prevent charging of the sample surfaces during SEM imaging.

**SEM imaging, image processing and porosity analysis (segmentation) within representative elementary areas (REAs)**

A ZEISS-supra 55 scanning electron microscope, equipped with a SE2, SE in-lens and BSE detector, as well as an EDX unit is used to image sample microstructures. The SE in-lens detector is located inside the electron column of the microscope and secondary electrons are collected with increased efficiency, but the conventional SE detector (SE2) is more suitable to image sample surface topography and morphology and therefore was used for the porosity analysis in the present study. To determine mineralogical compositions of BIB cross-sections, BSE images are combined with EDX maps, as well as EDX point analysis.

To investigate representative elementary areas (REAs) at the resolution of pore microstructures (10 nm), mosaics of hundreds of SE2-images were produced at high magnification (30,000×), with an overlap of 20-30% between the single images, and stitched together afterwards using Autopano (Kolor, 2012). In addition, SE2-overviews of BIB cross-sections were taken at lower magnifications (Table 2). For mineralogical mapping, mosaics of BSE-images were taken at 6,000× magnification and EDX analyses were done locally, to assign chemical compositions to different grey-scale values in BSE-mosaics.

To achieve statistically significant and representative results, all samples have to be investigated within representative elementary areas (REAs). Sizes of REAs were determined using the box counting method (Kameda et al., 2006; Klaver et al., 2012; Houben et al., 2013) on mineralogical compositions in BSE-mosaics, as well as segmented porosities in SE2-images, to check the comparability of REAs based on mineralogy and porosity. A stepwise growing grid is applied to the classified BSE-images, as well as to the porosity maps and at each increasing box size, the contribution of the different mineral phases, as well as the porosity contribution to the total area analysed, are calculated within that box. This process is repeated for several different starting points within the mosaics, until the individual contributions of different mineral phases and the porosity contribution do not change anymore. This area is interpreted to be the REA with regard to mineralogical composition and porosity at the scale of observation.

Pores are detected based on pixel grey-scale value information in SE2 images; whereas the interior of a pore shows very low grey-scale values (dark pixels) in SE2 images, the sample surface is characterised by much higher grey-scale values (bright pixels; Fig. 3). The porosity segmentation is done semi-automatically, applying a combination of thresholding and sobel-edge-detection algorithms in Matlab (MATLAB, 2011; Houben et al., 2013; Fig. 4b). Possible curtaining irregularities in polished BIB surfaces (Desbois et al., 2012; Klaver et al., 2012), together with background noise in SE2 images lead to difficulties in confidently detecting and segmenting very small pores of only a few pixels size (Fig. 4b), resulting in a practical pore detection resolution (PPR) at larger pore sizes than the resolution of the SE2 detector. Further problems of porosity segmentation are (1) ‘pore bridging’, due to very small gaps between two opposing sides of a pore, leading to the erroneous interpretation of one pore as two (or the other way round; Figs 3 and 4a), and (2) ‘shallow dipping of a pore boundary’, resulting in low grey-scale gradients at the pore boundary, compared to steep dips (3) (Figs 3 and 4a). Therefore, after automatic porosity segmentation, images have to be visually inspected and cleaned manually of these artefacts. This is done using the editing functions of ArcGIS (ESRI, 2011; Fig. 4c). Segmented pores are classified according to mineralogy, as long as they contribute to intra-phase porosities. Pores at the boundaries between
Table 2. Porosity data quantified from BIB-SEM approach.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample (ID)</th>
<th>Reference Magnification Pixel size</th>
<th>Area imaged (µm²)</th>
<th>REA covered</th>
<th>Number of pores detected</th>
<th>Visible porosity (%)</th>
<th>Mineral phase detected in mineral phase</th>
<th>Area occupied by mineral phase (% area analysed)</th>
<th>Porosity within mineral phase (%)</th>
<th>Contribution to total porosity (%) contribution to area analysed (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ON-Mol-1-164</td>
<td>EZE54</td>
<td>30,000</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10,445</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>48,563</td>
<td>76.9</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>88.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Clay matrix</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Quartz</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Inter-aggregate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>860</td>
<td>340</td>
<td>90,912</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2-3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ON-Mol-1-196</td>
<td>EZE55</td>
<td>30,000</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>24,031</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>102,638</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>85.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Clay matrix</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Quartz</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Inter-aggregate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>580</td>
<td>505</td>
<td>200,401</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3-5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Clay matrix</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Quartz</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Inter-aggregate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>330</td>
<td>895</td>
<td>572,790</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4-5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ON-Mol-1-168</td>
<td>EZE52</td>
<td>30,000</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>25,690</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>25,773</td>
<td>16.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Clay matrix</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Quartz</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Other minerals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Inter-aggregate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>423,162</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>9,779</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ON-Mol-1-253</td>
<td>EZE64</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>64,501</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>9,171</td>
<td>19.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Clay matrix</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Quartz</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Inter-aggregate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>475</td>
<td>620</td>
<td>301,720</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>15-16</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Clay matrix</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Quartz</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Inter-aggregate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>250</td>
<td>1,169</td>
<td>1,074,707</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
different mineral phases are referred to as inter-aggregate pores. Sizes of single pores are measured as pore areas and the orientations of the longest pore axes are calculated using the MATLAB toolbox ‘PolyLX’ (Lexa et al., 2005).

Terminology and limitations of the BIB-SEM method

The presented method is subject to two main limiting factors: (i) sample drying and the potential creation of drying artefacts, which cannot be excluded with full confidence from the inferred microstructures and porosities (cryo-BIB-SEM investigations on water-saturated Boom Clay samples are planned in a follow-up study); and (ii) the representativeness of the obtained results. Concerning the latter, in the present study the term ‘representative elementary area’ (REA) refers to representativeness with regard to the scale of observation (nm- to μm-scale). However, the possibility of up scaling of the results should also be discussed. For this, MIP data obtained on cm³ large samples are used to link our results to bulk sample properties. As will be shown, pore-size distributions measured by BIB-SEM, as well as pore-throat size distributions obtained from MIP show similar power-law exponents over several orders of magnitude, hinting towards a self-similar behaviour of the pore space in Boom Clay and indicating the possibility of up scaling of the results.

Mercury injection Porosimetry

To find a link between nm-scale 2D observations and bulk sample porosities, Mercury injection Porosimetry (MIP) was carried out on the gradually oven dried samples EZE54, EZE55 and EZE64.
Washburn’s equation (Washburn, 1921; Eq. 1) describes the capillary flow through a bundle of interconnected, parallel, cylindrical tubes, and can be extended to porous media, assuming the accessible pore space to consist of interconnected, cylindrical pore tubes. The pressure (P), required to access pores of a certain size, is inversely proportional to the pore throat diameter (d):

$$ P = -4 \gamma \cos \theta \frac{\alpha}{d} $$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Eq. 1}

where $\theta$ is the contact angle between the Mercury and the pore walls (~139-147° for clay materials; Diamond, 1970) and $\gamma$ the surface tension of the Mercury (~0.484 N/m at 25 °C; Kemball, 1946; Nicholas et al., 1961). The technique measures the volume of Mercury intruding the sample at each subsequent pressure step, as the applied pressure slowly increases from ~3.6 kPa, accessing pore throat diameters ~408 μm, up to ~413 MPa, to access pores throats ~3.6 nm in diameter (in theory). During pressure drainage, extruded volumes of Mercury are measured and the difference between intrusion and extrusion curves allows deducing further information on the nature of the pore space (e.g. pore body to pore throat ratios; Webb, 2001; Cerepi et al., 2002; Janssen et al., 2011). MIP experiments were carried out using a ‘Micromeritics AutoPore IV 9500 Pore Size Analyser’ and MIP data were corrected for blank errors by Micromeritics (after Sigal, 2009). Furthermore, the samples were weighed before and after the experiment, to measure the volume of Mercury remaining inside the samples after drainage.

### Power-law analysis of BIB-SEM and MIP datasets

**Pore-area distributions from BIB-SEM porosity analysis**

Mathematically a power-law can be described by a probability distribution function of the form:

$$ p(x) = Cx^{-D} $$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Eq. 2}

(Pareto, 1896-1897; Newman, 2006; Clauset et al., 2009), where $p(x)$ is the continuous probability distribution function of samples with a characteristic size $x$, $D$ the power-law exponent and $C$ a constant of proportionality.

For calculation of pore-area size distributions a non-linear binning (always doubling the subsequent bin size) was used (Adamic & Huberman, 2002; Klaver et al., 2012; Houben et al., 2013), resulting in pore-size frequencies $(N_i)$ per bin of the size ($b_i$). For comparison of pore-size distributions in different mosaics and samples, pore-size frequencies $(N_i)$ were normalised by the bin size $(b_i)$, as well as the size of the total mosaic area analysed $(S_{\text{mosaic}})$ and afterwards plotted against the bin-centres $(s_{\text{pore}})$ on a double logarithmic scale, resulting in linear distributions over several orders of magnitude (Fig. 13, left side), which could be fitted within the range of practical pore resolution (PPR) up to the largest pores measured within the clay matrix, using least square linear regression analysis:

$$ \log \left( \frac{N_i}{b_i S_{\text{mosaic}}} \right) = -D \log(s_{\text{pore}}) + \log(C) $$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Eq. 3}

Taking the inverse of the logarithm on both sides, results in:

$$ \frac{N_i}{b_i S_{\text{mosaic}}} = C s_{\text{pore}}^{-D} $$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Eq. 4}

where $D$ is the power-law exponent of the pore-size distribution and $C$ a constant of proportionality. Errors were calculated based on 95% confidence range calculation.

#### Cumulative distribution functions of pore areas from BIB-SEM data

Commonly used methods for analysing power-law distributions, such as least-square linear regression analysis, can produce substantially inaccurate estimates of the power-law parameters (Newman, 2006; Clauset et al., 2009) and much research has been conducted on how to better describe power-law distributions. One of the most promising outcomes is to use the complementary cumulative distribution function (CCD) of a power-law distribution:

$$ Pr(X > x) = C \int_{x_{\text{min}}}^{\infty} p(X) dX = \alpha^{-1} \frac{1}{x_{\text{min}}^{-\alpha+1}} \int_{x_{\text{min}}}^{\infty} X^{-\alpha} dX = \left( \frac{x}{x_{\text{min}}} \right)^{-\alpha+1} $$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Eq. 5}

where $Pr(X > x)$ is the cumulative probability to find a pore with an area larger than or equal to $x$, $\alpha$ is the power-law exponent and $x_{\text{min}}$ the characteristic pore size above which the data follow a hypothesised power-law distribution. This method is described in detail in Goldstein et al. (2004), Newman (2006) and Clauset et al. (2009). We used this approach to check the validity of the power-law functions derived using least square linear regression analysis.

**Pore-throat-area distributions from MIP datasets**

To compare MIP pore-throat distributions to BIB-SEM data, raw MIP data were converted into frequencies of pore-throat areas of a certain size ($N_i$), by dividing the intruded incremental porosity volumes per pressure step by the size of the corresponding pore-throat diameter equivalent areas. Frequencies of pore throats of a certain size ($N_i$) were normalised by the bin size ($b_i$) and the total volume of Mercury intruded ($V_{\text{total}}$). The same binning as for the BIB-SEM data analysis was used (section 2.4.1; Klaver et al., 2012; Houben et al., 2013) and for power-law analysis, the normalised frequencies $(N_i / b_i V_{\text{total}})$ were plotted against the bin-centres $(s_{\text{pore}})$ on a double logarithmic scale:

$$ \log \left( \frac{N_i}{b_i V_{\text{total}}} \right) = -D \log(s_{\text{pore}}) + \log(C) $$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Eq. 6}
taking the logarithm of both sides, results in:

\[
\frac{N_i}{b_i V_{\text{total}}} = C^* S_{\text{pore}}^{D^*} \quad \text{Eq. 7}
\]

\[D^*, \text{ the power-law exponents, and } C^*, \text{ the constants of proportionality, were again inferred using least square linear regression analysis } (\text{cf. section 2.4.1; Fig. 15c}) \text{ and errors calculated based on the 95% confidence range calculation.}
\]

**Estimation of changes in the porosity regime from MIP data**

The Friesen-Mikula approach (Friesen & Mikula, 1987; Eq. 8) combines the ‘Menger-sponge fragmentation model’ (Mandelbrot, 1982; Turcotte, 1997) and Washburn’s equation (Washburn, 1921; Eq. 1) to infer critical changes in the Mercury intrusion volume per pressure change, indicating possible changes in the porosity regime (Romero & Simms, 2008).

\[
\frac{dV}{dp} \propto p^{D_s - 4} \quad \text{Eq. 8}
\]

is the first derivative of the intruded pore volume (V), with respect to the Mercury intrusion pressure (p) and can be used to calculate the surface fractal dimension (D_s) of the accessible solid – pore interface. Alternatively, taking the logarithm of Eq. 8 and normalising the intruded pore volume by the total intruded volume of Mercury (V_{total}), gives:

\[
\log\left(\frac{d(V/V_{\text{total}})}{dp}\right) = (D_s - 4)\log(p) \quad \text{Eq. 9}
\]

(after Korvin, 1992; Meyer et al., 1994 and Fadeev et al., 1996). Significant changes in D_s indicate changes in the porosity regime, or intrinsic changes in the pore network architecture. By definition, the surface fractal dimension D_s of the solid – pore interface ranges between two and three (Friesen & Mikula, 1987; Bartoli et al., 1999).

**Results**

**Sample drying**

Oven drying of samples results in total weight losses and thus water contents of 18-20 wt.-% of the original wet sample weights and corresponding water content porosities between 36-39 Vol.-%. Typical values of shrinkage strain, perpendicular to the bedding, are ~3%.

**Porosity segmentation, resolution and minimum pore sizes**

Keeping in mind the discussion in 2.2.2, a ‘practical pore detection resolution’ (PPR) was defined as the pore size above which we assume to detect close to 100% of the pores, existing of the respective sizes. The PPR depends on the magnification used and in the present study was found at pore sizes of ~1,000 nm² at a magnification of 30,000×, and ~8,500 nm² at a magnification of 10,000×, both times corresponding to pore areas of ~10 pixel. Comparison of the results from manual and automatic porosity segmentations (Fig. 4b-c) shows a very good agreement of the results, indicating that the less time-consuming automatic porosity segmentation can be used without a critical loss of information or accuracy, as long as the automatic results are manually checked afterwards and cleaned of automatic segmentation artefacts, if necessary.

**Determination of representative elementary areas (REAs)**

Analyses of mineralogical compositions inferred from BSE images and EDX maps show three different mineral phases in significant amounts in samples EZE54, EZE55 and EZE64: the clay matrix, quartz and feldspar grains, and five in sample EZE52: the clay matrix, mica sheets, framboidal pyrite aggregates and quartz and feldspar grains. Other mineralogical phases, such as titanium oxide, organic matter or fossils were found only in minor amounts and therefore not included in the determination of REAs based on mineralogy. REA calculations based on mineralogy (M) in BSE images taken at 6,000× magnification and porosity (P) in SE2 images, taken at different magnifications, as indicated in Fig. 5, give the following results: REA = 64 × 64 μm (M) and 61 × 61 μm (P) at 30,000× magnification for sample EZE54 (Fig. 5a-b); REA = 94 × 94 μm (M) and 90 × 90 μm (P) at 30,000× magnification for sample EZE55 (Fig. 5c-d); REA = 287 × 287 μm (M) and 125 × 125 μm (P) at 30,000× magnification, and 250 × 250 μm (P) at 475× magnification for the most coarse-grained sample EZE64 (Fig. 5h-j). The results show a very good agreement of REA calculations based on mineralogy and porosity for the two fine-grained samples (EZE54 and EZE55), whereas for the more coarse-grained samples (EZE52 and EZE64) exists a discrepancy between sizes of REAs calculated based on mineralogy and porosity at 30,000× (EZE52) and at 10,000× magnification (EZE64), respectively. For these two samples, REA calculations based on porosity were repeated at lower magnifications (2,000× for sample EZE52 and 475× for sample EZE64), to be able to cover larger areas and yield a good agreement between REA calculations based on mineralogy and porosity. This was achieved for sample EZE52, but not for sample EZE64. In the course of the present BIB-SEM study, REAs could be covered during high resolution porosity investigations at 30,000× magnification for samples EZE54 and EZE55, but not for samples EZE52 and EZE64, because of the limits of BIB polished areas.
Fig. 5. Results of representative elementary area (REA) calculations based on mineralogy box-counting (left side) and porosity box-counting (right side). The graphs show the evolution of the contribution of different mineral phases, as well as porosity (%), to the whole image area analysed, with increasing box-size. The conditions of REA are fulfilled, once the contributions of mineralogical phases and porosity remain constant with increasing box size (as indicated by red frames).
Porosity from BIB-SEM observations

Qualitative description of microstructures, fabrics and pore morphologies

For all samples investigated the overall microstructure can be described as a fine-grained clay matrix, embedding larger non-clay mineral grains (Figs 6-9). An increase in sample grain size is related to a decrease in clay matrix content and an increase in average pore size. In detail, the fine-grained, clay-rich samples (EZ54 and EZE55; Figs 6 and 7) show a dominance of the clay matrix, containing mainly small pores (<1·10^6 nm^2 pore area), limited by the clay-aggregate size, and very few larger non-clay mineral grains (up to 15 μm in diameter), which occasionally locate larger pores of up to 4·10^6 nm^2 pore area in sample EZE54 (Fig. 6) and ~9·10^6 nm^2 pore area in sample EZE55 (Fig. 7). The coarser grained samples (EZ52 and EZE64; Figs 8 and 9) on the contrary, show a microstructure dominated by larger (up to 50 μm in diameter) non-clay minerals (mostly quartz) and a much lower clay content in between the clasts. Moreover, a higher amount of inter-aggregate pores, with characteristic sizes up to 3·10^9 nm^2 in sample EZ52 (Fig. 8), and 3·10^9 nm^2 in sample EZE64 (Fig. 9), was observed. The size of the largest pores, predominantly located at the boundaries between clay matrix and non-clay mineral grains, seems to increase with sample grain size.

In the present study, we distinguished the following mineral phases, which all show characteristic mineral phase internal porosities and pore morphologies, similar in all samples investigated, irrespective of the sample depth of origin, mineralogical composition and grain-size distribution: (1) a highly porous clay matrix (Fig. 11a); (2) porous frambooidal pyrite aggregates (Fig. 11b); (3) detrital mica, exhibiting porosity in between the mica sheets (Fig. 11c); and (4) non- or low-porous mineral phases, such as quartz and feldspar (Fig. 11d-f, h). Pores in the clay matrix show three different pore types (after Desbois et al., 2009): type I, elongated between similarly oriented sheet of clay (Fig. 11a, c, f); type II, crescent-shaped in saddle reefs of folded clay sheets (Fig. 11a, d, f), and type III, large jagged pores in the strain shadows of clasts (Fig. 11a, c, d and f). Typical pore sizes in the clay matrix range between several hundred nm^2 for type I pores and ~1·10^6 nm^2 for type III pores. In addition, there exists a large number of pores, located at the boundaries between clay matrix and non-clay mineral grains, with typical sizes >1·10^6 nm^2 in the fine-grained samples (Figs 6, 7 and 11b, d) and up to 1·10^8 nm^2 in the coarse-grained samples (Figs 8, 9, 11g, h), which do not match the criteria of type I-III pores in clay. These pores were defined as ‘inter-aggregate pores’. They show smooth pore edges, rounded pore tip ends and are not oriented parallel to the bedding of the samples. Furthermore, even larger pores of up to 1·10^8 nm^2 pore area were observed in sample EZE64, showing smooth, rounded pore edges, bounded by, at the resolution of the SEM non-porous, homogeneous coatings (Figs 9, 11e and 12a, b), which according to EDX analysis, consist mainly of silicon, aluminium and oxygen, thus pointing towards a kaolinitic composition. These pores are not
oriented along the bedding and can appear connected in 2D cross-sections, due to the 3D appearance of SEM-images in the case of larger pores (insight into the pore body over several μm; Figs 9, 11e and 12b).

Pores in pyrite framboids show characteristic serrated edges and typical sizes below $1 \times 10^5$ nm$^2$ pore area, corresponding to the free space in between single pyrite grains (Fig. 11b). Depending on the packing of the pyrite grains, these pores can be connected.
Pores between mica-sheets are elongated with very high aspect ratios and typical sizes ~1,000 nm² in the fine-grained samples (Fig. 11c), to larger than 1·10⁸ nm² in sample EZE52 (Fig. 8). Pores in the non- or low-porous mineral phases (quartz, feldspar and titanium oxide; Fig. 11d-h) are often isometric, usually isolated and show typical sizes between 100 to 1·10⁶ nm² pore area.

Quantification of porosity from BIB-SEM investigations

Total visible porosities within REAs depend on the magnification used and range between 2-5% at very low resolutions (330-860× magnification) in the two fine-grained samples (EZE54 and EZE55) and 20% in the most coarse-grained sample (EZE64) at a magnification of 10,000x (Table 2). At identical magnification (30,000×), the results of the present study suggest a positive correlation between sample grain size and BIB-SEM visible porosity. However, for the two fine-grained samples there is a large discrepancy between total visible porosities at low (330-860×) and at high (30,000×) magnification, whereas for the two coarse-grained samples, this difference is much less pronounced (Table 2), suggesting that in the fine-grained, clay-rich samples, the overall porosity is mainly borne by small pores inside the clay matrix, whereas in the coarser grained samples, larger pores visible at lower SEM magnifications, contribute to a more significant part of the total visible porosity. The use of high magnification (>30,000×) is therefore suggested to characterise the porosity in the fine-grained samples.

Pore counting indicates that most of the pores are found inside the clay matrix in all samples investigated. In the fine-grained samples (EZE54 and EZE55), pores within the clay matrix account for 85-88% of the total BIB-SEM visible porosity at 30,000× magnification, whereas in the coarser grained sample EZE52, pores in the clay matrix contribute to only 33% of the total visible porosity at the same magnification, and to ~40% at 2,000× magnification. In the most coarse-grained sample (EZE64) only ~9% of the total visible porosity at 10,000× magnification is observed in the clay matrix. Inter-aggregate pores account for the majority of the porosity in this sample (~91%), as well as in sample EZE52 (~60%), whereas in the two fine-grained samples, these pores contribute to only 11 (EZE54) and 14% (EZE55) of the total BIB-SEM visible porosity. Porosity in other than clay mineral phases (quartz, feldspar, mica, pyrite, fossils and titanium oxide) contributes to a less significant amount to the total detected porosities (Table 2), but it is interesting to note that at the same magnification (30,000×), the porosity detected in the clay matrix and in quartz seems to be consistent for all samples investigated (Table 2).

Statistical analysis of the pore-area sizes measured within the clay matrix (type I, II and III pores) shows log-normal
distributions with peaks ~1,000 nm² pore area for samples EZE54, EZE55 and EZE52 (30,000× magnification), and ~8,500 nm² for sample EZE64 (10,000× magnification), which coincides with the practical pore detection resolutions (PPRs) at the respective magnifications. Below the PPR, down to the resolution of the SEM (~100 nm² at 30,000× and 850 nm² at 10,000× magnification), some pores could still be interpreted in the SE2 images, but these do not represent all the pores of the respective sizes, as explained before). Therefore, pores below the PPR were not taken into account during the quantitative analysis of pore-size distributions.

Plotting normalised frequencies of measured pore areas as a function of pore size on a double logarithmic scale (Fig. 13a, c, e, g), we observe linear pore-area distributions over 3-4 orders of magnitude, between the PPR and the largest pores detected within the clay matrix, indicating a power-law behaviour of pore sizes within the clay matrix. Least-square linear regression analysis of the linear sections gives power-law exponents between 1.56-1.66. In detail, the received power-law parameters are: D = 1.63±0.16, Log(C) = −3.63±0.75 for sample EZE54 (Fig. 13a); D = 1.56±0.17, Log(C) = −3.92±0.78 for sample EZE55 (Fig. 13c); D = 1.64±0.07, Log(C) = −4.31±0.35 for sample EZE52 (Fig. 13e), and D = 1.66±0.07, Log(C) = −4.55±0.4 for sample EZE64 (Fig. 13g). The power-law exponents of pore-area size distributions within the clay matrix are similar for all samples investigated, regardless of the depth of origin, mineralogical composition or grain-size distribution of the sample.

The complementary cumulative probability distributions (CCDs) were calculated for the same data (Fig. 13b, d, f, h). At small pore sizes, the results substantiate our hypothesis and the CCDs of pore areas can be approximated using power-laws, with exponents between 1.66-1.74, thus only slightly higher than calculated by least square linear regression analysis. However, towards larger pore sizes (>~1·10⁵ nm² pore area for the two fine-grained samples; Fig. 13b, d; >~5·10⁵ nm² for sample EZE52, Fig. 13f, and >~2·10⁶ nm² for sample EZE64, Fig. 13h), the complementary cumulative probability distributions deviate significantly from the hypothesised power-law behaviour.

Orientations of the longest axes of pores, segmented within the clay matrix, show a clear preferred orientation sub-parallel to the bedding in the two fine-grained samples (EZE54 and EZE55; Fig. 14a, b), a random distribution in the coarse-grained sample EZE52, investigated at 30,000× magnification (Fig. 14c), and two preferred orientations, one sub-parallel and one sub-perpendicular to the bedding for the same sample, analysed at 2,000× magnification (Fig. 14d). The most coarse-grained sample (EZE64) shows a preferred orientation of the pores longest axes sub-perpendicular to the sample bedding (Fig. 14e).
Fig. 11. Characteristic pore morphologies in different mineral phases: a. pores of type I, II and III inside the clay matrix; b. typical pores in pyrite framboids; c. pores between detrital sheet of mica; d. non-porous quartz grain, embedded in the clay-matrix, showing pores of type II and type III in the strain shadows of the quartz grain, as well as inter-aggregate pores in the clay matrix; e. porous quartz grain, coated by a very dense, probably clayey, rim; f. low-porous feldspar grain, embedded in the clay matrix and surrounded by pores of type III in the strain shadow of the feldspar grain, as well as type I and II pores in the clay matrix; g. pores in titanium oxide and large inter-aggregate pores in the surrounding clay matrix; h. large inter-aggregate pores at the boundaries between clay matrix and non-porous quartz grains.
Mercury injection Porosimetry

Correction of the original MIP data

Mercury injection Porosimetry (MIP) indicates a 3D bulk connected porosity of 27% for samples EZE54 and EZE55, and 35% for sample EZE64 (Fig. 15a). Mercury is injected into all samples at pressures corresponding to pore-throat diameters >30 μm, even if BIB-SEM microstructural observations do not show pores of that size in the two fine-grained samples, and only very rarely in the coarse-grained sample EZE64. The Mercury data were therefore corrected by subtracting porosity volumes intruded at pore-throat diameters >30 μm, which we interpreted as either surface roughness effects or conformance errors (Sigal, 2009; Klaver et al., 2012), or to correspond to larger cracks, possibly induced by the drying of samples.

MIP results

After surface roughness and drying artefacts correction, MIP gives total interconnected porosities of 26.4% for sample EZE54, 26.6% for sample EZE55 and 32.1% for sample EZE64 (Fig. 15a). Volume porosity distributions, plotted as a functions of pore-throat size, show unimodal distributions for samples EZE54 and EZE64 and a bi-modal distribution for sample EZE55, with major peaks found at pore-throat diameters <100 nm in the two fine-grained samples (EZE54 and EZE55) and ~10,000 nm in the coarse-grained sample (EZE64; Fig. 15b). Pores <300 nm pore-throat diameter contribute to ~94% of the total MIP volume in sample EZE54, whereas in sample EZE64, pores larger than 3,000 nm pore-throat diameter account for ~70% of the total intruded porosity volume. For sample EZE55, pores with throat diameters smaller than 300 nm contribute to ~62% of the total MIP volume.
Fig. 13. Results of power-law analysis of pore-size distributions within the clay matrix. a, c, e and g show the results of least-square linear regression analysis on double logarithmic plots of normalised pore-area frequencies against the pore-size (area), using a non-linear, logarithmic binning. The results indicate a power-law distribution of pore areas, down to the practical pore resolution (PPR) ~1,000 nm² in samples EZE54, EZE55 and EZE52 (30,000× magnification) and ~8,500 nm² pore area in sample EZE64, analysed at 10,000× SEM magnification. Plots b, d, f and h depict the complementary cumulative probability distributions (CCDs) of the same pore area data, indicating a deviation from the hypothesised power-law behaviour for pore-sizes larger than ~1·10⁵ nm² in samples EZE54 (b) and EZE55 (d), > ~5·10⁵ nm² in sample EZE52 (f) and > ~2·10⁶ nm² pore area in sample EZE64 (h), due to the non-representativeness of analysed areas with regard to larger pore sizes. Inferred power-law exponents (D and α) are given directly on the figures, and are similar for all samples investigated and constant over several orders of magnitude.
and pores >3,000 nm account for ~13%. Comparison of MIP intrusion and extrusion curves shows a strong hysteresis in the data (Fig. 15a), indicating that a significant volume of Mercury remains inside the samples after drainage and hinting towards large pore-body to pore-throat ratios (Webb, 2001). Calculated pore-body to pore-throat ratios are between 1.2-50 in the two fine-grained samples (EZE54 and EZE55) and between 1.3-100 in the coarse-grained sample (EZE64), with an increasing pore-body to pore-throat ratio towards larger pore sizes. Measured residual porosities after drainage are 16.1 Vol.-% for sample EZE54, 19.1 Vol.-% for sample EZE55 and 30.1 Vol.-% for sample EZE64 (Fig. 15a; surface roughness corrected data). These porosity volumes are in good agreement with the porosities calculated from the sample weight gains after the experiment (Hildenbrand & Urai, 2003).

**Power-law analysis of the MIP data**

Figure 15c depicts the normalised pore-throat frequencies, measured by MIP, as a function of equivalent pore-throat-area on a double logarithmic scale, showing straight lines over ~8 orders of magnitude. Power-law exponents, resulting from least-square linear regression analysis are D* = 2.23±0.08 for sample EZE54, 2.09±0.05 for sample EZE55 and 1.89±0.06 for sample EZE64 (Fig. 15c; errors based on 95% confidence range calculation). These power-law exponents are higher than the values obtained from power-law analysis of the BIB-SEM measured pore-area distributions (Fig. 13).

Applying the ‘Friesen-Mikula approach’ (cf. Eqs 8 and 9) and plotting normalised intruded porosity volumes (d(V/V_total)) per pressure change (dp) against the absolute applied Mercury pressures (p) on a double logarithmic scale (using uncorrected data), indicates different porosity regimes based on significant changes in the intruded porosity volumes per pressure change.
We identified two major boundary regions between different porosity regimes: the first one at pore-throat sizes ~2·10^4 nm^2 pore-throat area and a second one ~2·10^8 nm^2, interpreted as corresponding to the boundary between large pores (zone 2) and surface roughness effects. The first boundary, corresponding to the boundary between zone 1 (small pore throats) and zone 2 (large pore throats), was determined empirically from clear changes in Ds, calculated from the slopes of double logarithmic plots of changes in the intruded porosity volumes per pressure change (d(V/V_total)/dp) vs the absolute applied pressure (p), using linear regression analysis (Fig. 15d). Resulting surface fractal dimensions (Ds) of the solid – pore interfaces for the different porosity regimes are: Ds = 2.24 (zone 1) and 2.87 (zone 2) for sample EZE54, comparable to the results for sample EZE55 of Ds = 2.47 (zone 1) and 2.54 (zone 2). For sample EZE64, the transition between zone 1 and zone 2 is less pronounced, due to a much smoother change in the intruded porosity volumes per pressure change, but still two different porosity regimes, showing different surface fractal dimensions of 2.9 (zone 1) and 2.16 (zone 2), could be distinguished (Fig. 15d).
Sample water contents (18-20 wt.-%), as well as inferred water content porosities (36-39 Vol.-%), measured from the weight loss of samples during drying, are in good agreement with established Boom Clay water contents (~19-24 wt.-%, e.g. De Craen et al., 2004) and water content porosities (~37% on average, e.g. Boisson, 2005). We can be sure to not having removed any interlayer, clay-bound water from the samples, since they were never heated to more than 100°C.

A significant part of the shrinkage of samples during drying (~3% along the axis perpendicular to the bedding) is interpreted to be due to volume changes of clay minerals during desiccation. In addition to the gradient of shrinkage-strain between the outside and the inside of a bulk sample, clay – non-clay mineral interfaces may possibly localise drying-induced damage of the sample microstructure, due to a non-uniform deformation of clay and non-clay mineral phases and the resulting build-up of stress at their interfaces. Therefore, we cannot fully exclude the possibility of drying artefacts at clay – non-clay mineral interfaces from our investigations. However, the morphology of most inter-aggregate pores points towards non-drying artefacts, since they show smooth, rounded edges, which is incompatible with the typical morphological features of drying artefacts (e.g. Heath et al., 2011). One way to quantify the impact of sample drying would be to compare microstructures in dried samples to those in undried, wet-preserved samples, investigated under cryogenic (BIB-SEM) conditions (Desbois et al., 2013). Another option to observe the impact of sample drying in-situ is to dry samples inside a micro-CT scanner, during investigations. However, although part of the porosity measured in this study may be related to drying, we note that a number of studies on Boom Clay porosity has been carried out on dried samples (e.g. Al-Mukhtar et al., 1996; Boisson, 2005 and Dehandschutter et al., 2004) and the same arguments hold for the results of these.

Pore detection resolution and REAs

The practical pore resolution (PPR) depends on the magnification used during SEM imaging. The PPR was found ~1,000 nm² pore area at a magnification of 30,000× and ~8,500 nm² at a magnification of 10,000×, corresponding to the size of ~10 pixels at both magnifications, suggesting that the quality of the pore segmentation is reproducible and does not depend on the magnification used. The fact that the detection of pores below the PPR is incomplete, was interpreted to be one reason for the deviation of measured pore-area size distributions from following a power-law, at pore sizes below the PPR (Klaver et al., 2012; Houben et al., 2013). Below the PPR the detection of pores is assumed to be linked to the morphology of the pores, with round pores, showing steep pore edges, being more easy to detect than elongated pores with high axial ratios. Additional effects, making the detection of pores more complicated, are shadowing of pores by surface roughness effects on BIB polished cross-sections, or the gold coating of the sample surfaces (Klaver et al., 2012).

Comparison of porosities measured using the BIB-SEM approach at the practical pore detection resolution and MIP at pressures corresponding to PPR (Fig. 15a), shows that BIB-SEM porosities are below the porosities measured by MIP. This brings us back to the question of whether an area large enough to be representative of bulk sample porosities can be investigated at the scale of BIB-SEM observations. For sample EZE64, the discrepancy between BIB-SEM and MIP porosities can be explained by the fact that the size of REA was not reached for this sample during BIB-SEM investigations. However, for samples EZE54 and EZE55, also a discrepancy of ~40%, similar to the difference for sample EZE64, exists between MIP and BIB-SEM measured porosities at identical resolutions. We interpret this difference to be due to larger pores or cracks, as a result of sample drying, which are omitted during BIB-SEM analysis, but most likely present in the much larger sample volumes analysed during MIP. Therefore, we conclude that areas investigated by BIB-SEM are not representative of larger pores or cracks, possibly existing on a larger scale, but still can be considered as representative of the microstructure and clay matrix controlled porosities in the two fine-grained samples (EZE54 and EZE55). On the other hand, for the two coarser grained samples (EZE52 and EZE64), larger areas would have to be investigated using BIB-SEM, to be able to cover areas representative of the samples’ characteristic microstructural features and porosities, which in these samples are controlled by larger ‘inter-aggregate’ pores, occurring mostly at clay – non-clay mineral interfaces, rather than by clay matrix internal porosities.

Variability of pore characteristics in different samples investigated

One of the major findings of this work is that at the scale of the cross-section overview (Figs 6-9), all samples investigated are built in the same manner, with non-clay minerals embedded in a clay matrix, showing similar mineral phase internal porosities (Table 2) and pore morphologies (Fig. 11). Zooming into the clay matrix (Fig. 10), shows the same characteristic microstructure inside the clay matrix for all samples investigated. Characteristic mineral phase internal pore morphologies coincide with already described pore-types in clay (Desbois et al., 2009 and Houben et al., 2013 for type I, II and III pores), as well as in non-clay mineral phases (such as pyrite, mica, quartz, feldspar and titanium oxide; Loucks et al., 2009 and 2012; Desbois et al., 2011b; Heath et al., 2011; Klaver et al., 2012 and Houben et al., 2013). Intra-granular pores in quartz and feldspar were interpreted as fluid inclusions. These observations suggest that
the scale of the BIB-SEM investigations, Boom Clay shows homogeneous mineral phase internal microstructures, including porosity, and moreover, that the different mineral phases can be considered as ‘elementary building blocks’, which contribute to the overall Boom Clay microstructure, if combined. This concept has already been proposed by Desbois et al. (2011a, b) and Houben et al. (2013); however, inter-aggregate pores, as well as the very large pores found in sample EZE64 (Fig. 9), are additional elements of a microstructural model of the Boom Clay. One way to integrate larger inter-aggregate pores into the model, would be to link them to the proportion of clay to non-clay mineral phases, as well as the grain size of the sample.

We have shown that the contribution of inter-aggregate pores to the total observed porosity is clearly linked to and increasing with the grain size of a sample, as well as the non-clay mineral content (Tables 1 and 2). Moreover, the location of inter-aggregate pores within a sample seems to be controlled by clay – non clay interfaces (Figs 6-12). For the very large pores found in sample EZE64, which are internally coated with a material of kaolinitic composition and oriented sub-perpendicular to the sample bedding (Figs 9, 11e, 12a, b and 14e), we so far have not found any explanation or evidence in the literature, other than secondary porosity, related to the burial of material and the onset of diagenetic processes (Schmidt & McDonald, 1979; Johnston & Johnson, 1987 and Wilson & McBride, 1988). However, this explanation is unlikely in the case of the Boom Clay Formation, since the material has never been buried much deeper than its present depth (~200-300 m).

The preferred orientation of pores within the clay matrix along the bedding in the two fine-grained samples (EZE54 and EZE55; Fig. 14a, b), was interpreted to be a result of depositional, burial and compaction processes in the Boom Clay Formation. In the two coarse-grained samples (EZE52 and EZE64; Fig. 14c-e), pores in the clay matrix are not oriented preferentially along the bedding, suggesting that the framework of rigid clasts prevents the bedding-parallel alignment of clay minerals during deposition, burial and compaction. Due to the much smaller grain size and higher clay content (~50-60 wt.-%) in samples EZE54 and EZE55, the local changes in the strain field around rigid clasts do not have a major impact on the overall alignment of the clay minerals and the bedding parallel preferred orientation of pores in the clay matrix, although some deviation of the orientation of pores in the clay matrix, around rigid clasts, could also be observed in the two fine-grained samples (Fig. 12c).

**Are pore sizes in the clay matrix power-law distributed?**

Pore-size distributions in argillaceous materials have been previously fitted using power-laws (Desbois et al., 2009; Klaver et al., 2012; Houben et al., 2013). Using a non-linear binning, pore sizes (areas) of type I, II and III pores, measured in the present study within the clay matrix show power-law distributions over several orders of magnitude, with comparable exponents (between 1.56-1.66) for all samples investigated (Fig. 13, left side). The complementary cumulative probability distributions of these pore-areas give slightly higher power-law exponents between 1.66-1.74, but still similar for all samples investigated. The difference between the results obtained from least square linear regression analysis and complementary cumulative probability distribution (CCD) calculation, was interpreted to be due to errors occurring as a result of the non-linear binning, used during linear regression analysis, especially towards larger pore sizes (Newman, 2006; Clauset et al., 2009). Thus, the power-law exponents obtained from the calculation of CCDs can be assumed to be more accurate. The power-law behaviour of pore sizes over several orders of magnitude implies a self-similar geometry of the pore space in Boom Clay, within the clay matrix, as well as a similar origin of porosity in all samples investigated, independent of sample origin, grain-size distribution and mineralogy. Moreover, the results allow extrapolating the measured size distributions, below the limit of pore detection resolution and the resolution limit of MIP, to estimate total porosities in clay. However, above certain pore sizes, the complementary cumulative probability distributions of pore-areas show a deviation from the fitted power-law distributions (Fig. 13, right side). We interpret this to be due to the non representative detection and segmentation of larger pores during BIB-SEM investigations, as a result of the limited size of cross-section areas, which could be investigated at a sufficiently high magnification, within a practical time-frame. Here, additional studies at lower magnifications on larger BIB-polished areas, or micro-CT studies, are recommended.

**Comparison of BIB-SEM and MIP porosities to literature data**

Total visible porosities from BIB-SEM investigations (~10-20% of the analysed areas) are considerably lower than bulk sample porosities measured in the present study by MIP (~27-35 Vol.-%), or calculated water content porosities (~36-39 Vol.-%). Literature data on bulk porosities in Boom Clay are compatible with these results: e.g. Merceron (1994) or Boisson (2005) calculated water content porosities between 36-39 Vol.-%; Al-Mukhtar et al. (1996), Boisson (2005) and Dehandschutter et al. (2005) measured porosities between 27-35 Vol.-% from MIP; Bruggeman et al. (2009) and Aertsens et al. (2005a, b) found porosities between 34-40 Vol.-% using HT0-diffusion experiments, and porosities ~38 Vol.-% are reported in FUNMIG (2008) based on density difference calculations. Higher porosities from water content measurements, HT0-diffusion experiments and density difference calculations, compared to MIP data, indicate that a significant part of the porosity in Boom Clay (~10-30 Vol.-%) is borne by pores with throats smaller than
3.6 nm in diameter, the smallest pore-throat size accessible by MIP. The difference in total porosities measured by BIB-SEM and MIP (≈40 to 60 %) can be partly explained by the difference in pore detection limits of the two methods (BIB-SEM ≈1,000 nm² pore area at a magnification of 30,000× and MIP ≈10 nm² equivalent pore-throat-area); however, comparing total porosities measured by BIB-SEM to MIP values at the practical pore detection resolution of BIB-SEM, still shows a significant difference of ≈30–40%, which can only be attributed to larger pores or cracks measured by MIP, which were not measured during BIB-SEM analysis in representative amounts. Much larger areas would have to be investigated to cover for these pores and even then, part of the porosity measured by MIP may be exceeding the range of pore sizes detectable using BIB-SEM. Moreover, it has been suggested by various authors (e.g. Horsemann et al., 1996; Hildenbrand & Urai, 2003), that Mercury injection Porosimetry on clayey materials, besides filling the accessible pore space, might also result in a significant compression of the sample pore space and a compaction of the clay fabric, resulting in an erroneous measurement of porosity volumes. This may be the case in the low pressure regime, at an initial stage of the experiment (Penumadu & Dean, 2000), as well as at very high pressures (>400 MPa), towards the end of the injection procedure (Hildenbrand & Urai, 2003). Thus porosity volumes measured by MIP always have to be interpreted with caution. In a follow up study, we plan to inject several samples with a molten metal, similar to Mercury, and afterwards image the injected samples using the BIB-SEM method, to be able to directly observe, whether the pore space has really been filled by the metal or only been compressed.

**Pore connectivity and conceptual model of the pores pace in fine- and coarse-grained Boom Clay**

MIP results show that a significant part of the porosity in Boom Clay is connected over the full pore size range accessible by MIP (Fig. 15). But whereas in the most fine-grained sample (EZE54), pores <300 nm pore-throat diameter (equivalent pore-throat area ≈7·10^4 nm²) contribute to the major part of the interconnected pore space, in the most coarse-grained sample (EZE64), much larger pores (>9,000 nm pore-throat diameter; ≈6·10⁷ nm² equivalent pore-throat area) mainly control the interconnected porosity volume. In the other fine-grained sample (EZE55), small pores (<300 nm pore-throat diameter; ≈7·10⁴ nm² equivalent pore-throat area), as well as much larger pores (>2,000 nm pore-throat diameter; ≈3·10⁶ nm² equivalent pore-throat area) contribute to the interconnected porosity volume (Fig. 15b). This shows that a major part of the connected pore space measured by MIP, is below the PPR of the BIB-SEM method. However, for the most coarse-grained sample (EZE64), interconnections between larger single pores were observed from BIB-SEM investigations, in good agreement with the MIP results; suggesting that the connectivity of the pore space in Boom Clay is mainly controlled by the grain size of the sample, as well as the clay vs. non-clay mineral content.

A more detailed inspection of the MIP data allows for a further interpretation of the pore space architecture in Boom Clay: the observed hysteresis in the intrusion vs extrusion curves from MIP (Fig. 15a) indicates high pore-body to pore-throat ratios (up to 50 in the two fine-grained samples and up to 100 in the coarse-grained sample) and an entrapment of Mercury inside the samples after drainage (Matthews et al., 1995; Abell et al., 1999; Moro & Böhm, 2002). This phenomenon is referred to as ‘ink-bottle-effect’, due to the ink-bottle-like shape of the pores (Diamond, 2000). As a result of this, the too slow or incomplete filling of larger pores at pressures corresponding to their actual pore-throat sizes, may lead to an erroneous attribution of larger pores to smaller pore sizes, filling at higher pressures, and a shift of the measured pore-throat size distributions towards smaller pores sizes (Romero & Simms, 2008). In the most coarse-grained sample (EZE64), the maximum pore-body to pore-throat ratio is twice the one measured for the two fine-grained samples, indicating that a part of the porosity in sample EZE64 is connected via pores with much smaller throats, relative to their pore-bodies. The entrapment of Mercury inside the samples is mirrored in the sample weight gains after drainage. Porosity volumes corresponding to sample weight gains are in good agreement with the residual porosities measured after pressure release.

Power-law analysis of the MIP data, using least square linear regression analysis, indicates a power-law distribution of pore-throat sizes in Boom Clay, with similar exponents –2 for all samples investigated and over the entire pore-throat size range measured, without a distinction between pores in the clay matrix and other non-clay mineral phases (Fig. 15c). This substantiates the hypothesised power-law behaviour and self-similar characteristics of the pore space in Boom Clay.

Based on the ‘Friesen-Mikula approach’, several different porosity regimes could be identified in the Boom Clay samples investigated, due to significant variations of the intruded Mercury volumes per pressure change (Fig. 15d; Romero & Simms, 2008). Resulting changes in the surface fractal dimension Ds indicate changes in the porosity regime, or intrinsic changes in the pore network architecture, which can either be a result of sample preparation techniques (e.g. sample drying), or due to mechanical alteration during the MIP experiment (i.e. sample compression). We interpret the variations of intruded Mercury volumes per pressure change as changes in the pore connectivity regime and to correspond to critical pore entry pressures (Urai et al., 2008).

All obtained surface fractal dimensions are between two and three, thus fulfilling the criteria of a surface fractal structure, as defined by Friesen & Mikula (1987) and Bartoli et al. (1999).

As a result of BIB-SEM microstructural observations and data, we propose the following: the connectivity of the pore space in fine-grained Boom Clay (cf. samples EZE54 and EZE55) is mainly...
controlled by pores below the PPR of the BIB-SEM method, but most likely within the clay matrix, whereas an increasing grain size and non-clay mineral content promote the interconnectivity of larger, inter-aggregate pores (cf. sample EZE64). Moreover, an increasing grain size leads to larger pores of type III (within the clay matrix), in the strain-shadows of rigid clasts, as well as larger clay – non-clay mineral interfaces, possibly localising drying-induced damage of the microstructure (Klinkenberg et al., 2009; Heath et al., 2011).

To substantiate our model of the Boom Clay microstructure and to be able to confidently discriminate between pores of type III and drying artefacts, more detailed investigations are needed. Therefore, in the future, cryogenic BIB-SEM investigations on undried Boom Clay samples are anticipated, as well as Wood’s metal injection experiments in combination with BIB-SEM studies, to be able to visualise the connectivity of the pore space in Boom Clay directly and to compare the results to MIP data. In a follow-up study, pores characterised in the present contribution in 2D, shall be investigated in 3D, using serial focussed ion beam (FIB) cross-sectioning in combination with SEM, as well as µ-CT. Inferred 3D pore space characteristics, total porosity volumes and volume porosity distributions should be compared to the present 2D observations, as well as MIP inferred, indirect bulk sample porosities. Moreover, since the comparison of MIP and water content porosities indicates that a significant part of the porosity in Boom Clay is below the resolution of MIP and thus as well BIB-SEM and FIB-SEM, additional studies, such as transmission electron microscopy (TEM), or small angle neutron scattering are needed to receive information on the small pore-size regime.

**BIB-SEM nm-scale microstructural investigations in combination with Mercury injection Porosimetry, show that the pore space in fine- and coarse-grained, representative samples of the Boom Clay Formation (Mol-1 borehole, Belgium) can be modelled as a combination of characteristic microstructural features of different mineral phases (including porosity), together with larger inter-aggregate pores, occurring preferentially at the boundaries between clay matrix and non-clay mineral grains. The origin of these larger pores is still subject to discussion, but part of them might be induced by the drying of the samples. Different mineral phases show characteristic pore morphologies, mineral phase internal porosities and pore-size distributions in all different samples investigated. Total sample porosities, as well as the connectivity of the pore space seem to be controlled by and increase with the sample grain size and non-clay mineral content. Moreover, the location and distribution of larger non-clay mineral grains within a sample, appears to be linked to the location of the largest pores and thus as well control the spatial distribution of porosity within a sample. Size distributions of pores within the clay matrix, accounting for the majority of pores measured by BIB-SEM, can be described using power-laws with constant exponents over several orders of magnitude and similar for all samples investigated, irrespective of the sample origin, grain-size distribution and mineralogical composition. This points towards self-similarity of the pore space in Boom Clay, the possibility of up-scaling of our observation made on a nm- to μm-scale, and a similar origin of porosity in the different samples investigated. Furthermore, the results of the present study show that a major part of the total water content porosity in Boom Clay is below the practical pore resolution (PPR) of the BIB-SEM method (<1,000 nm² pore area at 30,000× magnification) and even below the resolution of MIP (<3.6 nm pore throat diameter). BIB-SEM observations made within representative elementary areas of μm² size cannot be considered as representative of total bulk sample porosities, due to large pores and/or cracks probably existing on a larger scale. However, BIB-SEM results can be considered as representative at the scale of observation, and moreover may relate to structural features of the Boom Clay on a larger scale.

**Conclusions**
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